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Advanced technology. 
Quality within reach.
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Introducing the SPIRIT 1700 CHAIR

1700

SPIRIT 1706
Narrow back design without slings

Optional accessories shown

The Spirit 1700 dental chair combines innovative technology 

with quality components resulting in an easy to use, durable 

dental chair. Standard features such as embossed membrane 

touchpads for the doctor and assistant, a dual articulating 

headrest and swing away armrests coupled with the Spirit 

1700’s powerful hydraulic lift mechanism provide a quality 

seating experience.

 

Pelton & Crane o� ers an extensive selection of dental delivery 

units for various styles. Pelton & Crane’s chair mounted delivery 

systems facilitate a balanced, ergonomic design and allow 

integration of todays modern dental equipment. Upgrade your 

operatory with the full line of Pelton & Crane LED lights. The 

Helios collection of operatory light o� ers superior illumination 

and decreased operating costs compared to traditional halogen 

lights. See better with the Helios.



IMPROVED ERGONOMIC ACCESS
The Spirit 1700’s new ability to reach a lower minimum height enables 

positioning flexibility for practitioners of any stature. Easily adjust the 

chair position so both you and your patients are comfortable.

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION 
With access to the innovative series of Helios LED lights and KaVo Electric 

motors, the 1700 package can meet a wide variety of clinician’s needs. 

Bring updated technology and equipment to your practice.

UPHOLSTERY CHOICES
The 1700 chair o� ers a wide variety of upholstery options, including 

wide and narrow back, slings, colors, and exciting upholstery upgrades. 

The Plush Upholstery Upgrade includes Ultraleather and memory foam 

for a comfortable patient experience.

The Spirit 1700 chair compliments the 

Narrow Back Advantage. The chair’s 

narrow back rest allows the clinician to 

reach the optimal ergonomic position, 

and enables the doctor to work around 

the chair, not trapped underneath it. 

ADVANTAGE™
Narr�  BackThe



SPIRIT 1700

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY. 
QUALITY WITHIN REACH.

The new Spirit 1700 dental chair is 

designed with you and your patient 

in mind. For more information, call 

1.800.659.6560.
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For more information, contact the Pelton & Crane 

sales representative in your area or your local authorized 

Pelton & Crane dental dealer. 

800.659.6560 

www.pelton.net

SPIRIT 1706
Asepsis Narrow Back, 
without Slings

SPIRIT 1702
Asepsis Traditional Back

SPIRIT 1704
Asepsis Narrow Back, 
with Slings
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